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The Fair Housing Law Center thanks the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) for their support in producing this Fair Housing Guide. This Fair Housing Guide is designed to provide the necessary information, tools, and resources needed to identify and report possible incidents of housing discrimination. The Fair Housing Law Center also thanks the Fair Housing Justice Center for providing the framework and structure of this Fair Housing Guide.
Introduction

This Fair Housing Guide is a resource for organizations who provide housing counseling or other services to people seeking to rent or purchase housing, as well as those who feel they may have been, or know someone who has been the victim of housing discrimination. The Guide provides information about fair housing rights that can be shared with the consumers you serve and includes an overview of federal, state, and local fair housing laws. This Guide also provides information about the Fair Housing Law Center and describes how we may be able to assist you and your clients to identify and overcome discriminatory barriers that persist in the housing market.

Fair housing laws are civil rights laws. Housing discrimination not only restricts housing choice, but it can be a painful, humiliating, and costly experience for any individual or family. Discrimination in housing may limit access to important life opportunities; such as good schools and quality medical services. A discriminatory policy or practice that hurts one individual or family may have harmed others in the past and, unless stopped, likely will harm more people in the future. Discrimination that illegally divides or segregates people does immense harm to the entire community and society as a whole.

Fair housing laws protect everyone. In your work or personal life, you may come across situations where people are being prevented from obtaining housing as a result of illegal housing discrimination. You may find other situations where a discriminatory housing practice threatens people with the loss of their current housing. Effective enforcement of fair housing laws can have a powerful, positive, and lasting impact by
enabling people to retain their existing housing or obtain a new place to live. But fair housing laws only work if discrimination is reported.

You serve the best interest of consumers when you provide information about fair housing rights and encourage people to report illegal housing discrimination. When you help others assert their civil rights, you are helping to empower the people you serve while simultaneously improving the community for everyone.

When you or your clients decide to report illegal housing discrimination, you should remember that you are not alone. There are resources and tools available to support and assist you throughout the process. The Fair Housing Law Center may be able to help you by providing fair housing counseling and education, investigative assistance, assistance in filing housing discrimination complaints, and providing continuing legal representation throughout the complaint process. The Fair Housing Law Center’s counseling, education, investigative, and legal services are provided to the general public free of charge regardless of household income.
Who Is Protected By Fair Housing Laws?

In Pennsylvania there are federal, state, and local laws that prohibit discrimination in the rental, sale, insuring, and financing of housing. In addition to these laws, there are fair lending laws that apply to the provision of credit and home mortgage financing. There are other civil rights laws that prohibit housing discrimination when federal financial assistance is involved.

For your convenience, here is a list of the protected classes under local, state, and federal fair housing laws. Housing discrimination is illegal when it is based on any of the following protected classes.

The Federal Fair Housing Act prohibits discrimination based on:

- Race
- Religion
- Color
- Sex
- National Origin
- Familial Status (presence of children)
- Disability

The Pennsylvania Human Relations Act includes the federally protected classes above and also prohibits discrimination based on:

- Age (above the age of 40)
- Ancestry
• Use of Guide/Support Animal

It is important to be aware of your local laws and ordinances, as some areas have laws that include all of the federal and state protected classes and prohibit discrimination based on:

• Association/Relationship with an individual with a Disability
• Birth of a Child
• Marital Status
• Place of Birth
• Pregnancy
• Sexual Orientation
• Source of Income
What Housing Is Covered By Fair Housing Laws?

Most housing for rent or sale is covered by fair housing laws including, but not limited to, apartment buildings, nursing homes and assisted living facilities, condominiums, cooperatives, supportive housing, transitional housing, publicly assisted housing, mobile home parks, and retirement communities.

There are some narrow exemptions for certain types of housing, but you should know that housing not covered by one law may be covered by another. For example, when it comes to housing discrimination based on race, color, and/or national origin, virtually all housing is covered.

Housing for older persons is exempt from renting to families with children. However, there are only two ways to meet this exemption:

- All of the housing units must be occupied by people 62 years of age or older; or
- 80% or more of the housing units must be occupied by at least one person who is 55 years of age or older.

Also, some state and federal housing programs that are specifically designed and operated for elderly persons are not required to rent to families with children.

Individuals licensed by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to rent or sell property such as real estate brokers or real estate salespeople must comply with all fair housing laws. Fair housing laws also apply to entities providing real estate related services such as lenders, insurance companies, appraisers, and other real estate services.
Fair housing laws have other exemptions that may apply depending on the specific facts or circumstances presented. If you are uncertain about whether a particular housing provider is covered by fair housing laws, please contact the Fair Housing Law Center. We can assist you by analyzing the facts, applying the appropriate fair housing laws to your situation, and determining if the housing is covered by any fair housing law.
What Conduct Is Prohibited By Fair Housing Laws?

Some illegal discrimination is quite blatant and obvious, but most housing discrimination today is more subtle and difficult to detect. Discrimination can take many different forms and occur at different stages of a housing transaction. Of course, not all “unfair” treatment constitutes illegal housing discrimination. It is important to understand the type of conduct that is prohibited by fair housing laws. Here is a partial list of practices that are prohibited under fair housing laws if based on any of the protected classes.

- Refusing to rent or sell or refusing to negotiate for the rental or purchase of housing or otherwise making housing unavailable.
- Advertising or making any statement that indicates a preference, limitation, or discrimination.
- Falsely stating that housing is unavailable to show, rent, or purchase.
- Steering applicants into or away from certain areas of a building or to different buildings or neighborhoods to segregate populations.
- Setting terms and conditions that are less favorable than those offered to other renters or buyers.
- Denying or providing less favorable services and facilities.
- Refusing to provide a reasonable accommodation in rules, policies, practices or services for persons with disabilities.
- Failing to design and construct new multi-family housing built since 1991 in an accessible manner.
• Refusing to allow a reasonable modification to the premises for persons with disabilities.
• Failing to take corrective action regarding complaints about harassment by other tenants or by the agents for the housing provider.
• Threatening, coercing, intimidating, interfering with or retaliating against someone for asserting fair housing rights or assisting others to exercise their fair housing rights.

Housing providers may adopt policies and qualifications for prospective buyers and renters provided these policies: 1) are applied in a uniform and neutral manner to all applicants; 2) do not discriminate on the basis of any of the protected classes; and 3) do not have the effect of discriminating against groups of people on the basis of any of the protected classes. For instance, rental housing providers may require prospective tenants to have good credit histories, sufficient income, and references. Landlords, condominium developments, and housing associations may establish a variety of policies, rules, and procedures that apply to existing residents. For example, landlord may adopt a rule that pets are not permitted in a building or that a fee is required for any occupant owning a pet. These rules would not violate fair housing laws provided that the rules were not applied to or used to exclude service or assistance animals used by persons with physical or mental disabilities.

**What is a Reasonable Accommodation or Reasonable Modification?**

Fair housing laws define a disability as a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities. The definition also includes being regarding or perceived as having a disability. Although fair housing laws differ slightly in their application and protections for persons with disabilities, they all prohibit housing discrimination based on disability.
Under fair housing laws, a person with a disability may make a “reasonable accommodation” request to alter a rule, policy, practice, or service if such a change is necessary to provide the person with the disability an equal opportunity to use and enjoy the housing. For example, a rental management company has a rule that only tenants are allowed to park in the building’s parking lot. A tenant residing in the building with a physical disability receives in-home services from an attendant. The tenant with the disability requests that management make an exception to the rule and allow the attendant to park their vehicle in the building’s parking lot. In this case, the tenant makes the request and attaches a letter from a medical professional who describes why the accommodation is needed based on the nature of the tenant’s disability. If the management company refuses the request, this action may violate fair housing laws.

A person with a disability may also request a “reasonable modification” of a dwelling unit or common area if the modification would afford the person with the disability the opportunity to fully use and enjoy the housing. For example, a deaf person may need a light installed that flashes when someone rings the doorbell or a person with a mobility impairment who uses a wheelchair may need a ramp installed to overcome two steps at the entrance to a common area that all building residents use. Depending on the type of modification and housing involved, the landlord may have to pay for the physical modification. However, in some instances, the tenant may be required to pay. Fair housing laws vary on this issue. Also, for tenants who are low-income, programs may be available to assist with the cost of modifications. If you have a client, or are a person with a disability who needs a physical modification made to an apartment of home, please contact the Fair Housing Law Center.
A person making requests for a reasonable accommodation or a reasonable modification should understand that making the request is supposed to initiate a “dialogue” between the parties to try to figure out how the accommodation or modification can be made. Also, a person making a request should be prepared to describe how the need for the accommodation or modification is related to his or her disability. Obtaining a letter from a medical professional, social worker, or other professional can be very helpful.

What is Sexual Harassment in Housing?

When the housing market is highly competitive, rental housing providers are at a distinct advantage and can often choose from many qualified tenants who are applying for a single rental unit. A few landlords have used this advantage to discriminate against women seeking rental housing. Fair housing laws prohibit sexual harassment by a landlord, rental agent, building manager, superintendent or other employees or agents of a housing provider. Sexual harassment can include, but is not limited to, the following types of conduct:

- Requesting sexual favors in exchange for reduced rent, rental services, repairs, or other accommodations (sometimes referred to as “quid pro quo”).
- Making sexually inappropriate comments or lewd gestures, unwelcome touching, or other severe or pervasive conduct that creates a sexually hostile living environment.
- Retaliating against a tenant who refuses the sexual overtures from an agent.

Fair housing laws can be quite effective in stopping illegal harassment in housing, whether that harassment is based on sex, race, national origin, or some other protected characteristic. No person should have to tolerate illegal harassment. There are steps that can be taken to stop the harassment and the Fair Housing Law Center can help.
What is Discriminatory Advertising?

Fair housing laws prohibit housing providers and the media from printing or publishing an advertisement with respect to the sale or rental of a dwelling that indicates a preference, limitation, or discrimination based on a protected class. Generally, a housing advertisement should describe the property itself, and not the potential tenant. HUD has provided the following guidance on advertising issues as they relate to the protected classes:

- **Race, color, National Origin.** The use of words describing the housing, the current or potential residents, or the neighbors or neighborhood in racial or ethnic terms (i.e., white family home, no Irish).
- **Religion.** Advertisements containing an explicit preference, limitation or discrimination on account of religion (i.e. no Jews, Christian home).
- **Sex.** Advertisements for single family dwellings or separate units in a multi-family dwelling should contain no explicit preference, limitation, or discrimination based on sex.
- **Disability.** Advertisements should not contain explicit exclusions, limitations, or other indications of discrimination based on disability (i.e., no wheelchairs).
- **Familial Status.** Advertisements may not contain limitations on the number or ages of children, or state a preference for adults, couples or singles (i.e., no children, adults only).

What is Steering?

Steering occurs when real estate agents or other housing providers make decisions about where people should live based on their race, religion, national origin, or some other protected class. Where consumers search for housing and desire to live is their choice. It is a very personal decision. Every person should make an “informed” choice about where he or she would like to live. Perhaps the quality of housing is most important. Maybe certain housing features, styles, or amenities are essential. Perhaps
convenience to public transportation or commuting time to work is a major concern. The presence of quality schools, low crime rates, better health care services, or employment opportunities can also be vital factors to consider when looking for a place to live. Whatever the case, it is unlawful for a housing provider to “steer” or direct home seekers to specific housing opportunities or communities based on any of the protected classes in order to segregate, or separate populations. For example, it would be illegal for a landlord to implement a policy of only allowing families with children to rent apartments in certain buildings or floors of an apartment complex.

Some steering can be more subtle, but no less devious. For example, a real estate agent runs afoul of fair housing laws when she informs an African American family that she chose certain listings because she thought they would be “more comfortable” in an area that is “mixed.” Consumers should take control of their housing search, consider all of their options, and resist efforts by agents to pressure them into limiting their choices or “steering” them into renting or buying a place that they will later regret.
What Can Be Done To Stop Housing Discrimination?

Reporting housing discrimination is the first step to ending it. When discriminatory housing practices are encountered, the Fair Housing Law Center should be contacted as soon as possible. The Fair Housing Law Center’s staff can help sort out the facts, interview pertinent parties, review documents, and counsel individuals about their rights and obligations under all of the fair housing laws.

In some instances, the Fair Housing Law Center may be able to gather additional information by conducting a fair housing testing investigation. Fair housing testing refers to the use of individuals who pose as prospective renters or buyers of real estate for the purpose of gathering information which may indicate whether a housing provider is complying with fair housing laws. Sometimes, testing evidence enables a victim of discrimination to meet his or her burden of proving that unlawful discrimination occurred.

The Fair Housing Law Center can also assist individuals in filing their discrimination complaint with HUD or the Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission (“PHRC”). Also, the Fair Housing Law Center can provide continuing legal support and representation throughout the complaint process, including but not limited to representation in local, state, or federal Court.

When you encourage individuals to report illegal housing discrimination, it is not unusual for people to express fears, apprehensions, or concerns that a housing provider might retaliate if a housing discrimination complaint or lawsuit is filed. In fact, it is a violation of fair housing laws to coerce, intimidate, threaten, interfere with or retaliate against anyone who is exercising his or her fair housing rights or assisting others to
exercise their fair housing rights. It is illegal to retaliate against someone for filing a complaint, providing a witness statement, or for helping someone pursue a housing discrimination complaint. This means that you and your organization are also protected when assisting clients to assert their fair housing rights.

If you have information that illegal housing discrimination is occurring (even if a consumer chooses not to file a housing discrimination complaint), it is imperative that you report it. Individuals, including those who wish to remain anonymous, who possess information about possible housing discrimination, are urged to contact the Fair Housing Law Center. We all have a responsibility to make sure that housing in our community is open and equally available to everyone. Fair housing is the law.
Fair housing laws were designed to open doors, break down barriers, and repair the harm caused by long standing discriminatory housing practices. In general, when someone prevails with a housing discrimination complaint, the following types of remedies and penalties are available:

- **Court Orders or Injunctions** can be obtained to stop the illegal discrimination. These orders can require a housing provider to take steps to ensure discrimination will not occur in the future, such as adopting non-discriminatory policies, providing fair housing training for agents, affirmative advertising, using non-discrimination statements in publications, and other similar activities.

- **Monetary Compensation** can be ordered to be paid to the victim of discrimination for out-of-pocket expenses, economic loss, lost housing opportunity, emotional distress, and other similar damages.

- **Punitive Damages and Civil Penalties** are designed to punish the discriminating parties and deter others in the community from discriminating in the future. Punitive damages are paid to the victim of housing discrimination. A civil penalty is a monetary fine paid to the government.

- **Attorney Fees and Costs** can, in most instances, be recovered by prevailing plaintiffs in fair housing cases.

In situations where a person was illegally denied housing, harassed, or threatened with an eviction for discriminatory reasons, fair housing laws have been
used to obtain court orders that enable an individual or family to obtain the housing sought or remain in their current housing.

If you have any questions about possible remedies available under local, state, or federal fair housing laws, please contact the Fair Housing Law Center.
We all benefit when consumers are informed about their rights under fair housing laws. There are very few decisions in life that are more important than where we decide to live. It is a very personal decision and there are many factors to consider. In many areas, searching for a place to rent or purchase is rarely a simple or easy matter. For many consumers, finding just the right apartment or home can be a time-consuming, confusing, costly, and often frustrating process. For other consumers, locating a place to live can be an exciting time, presenting new opportunities and challenges. In either case, searching for a place to live takes time and it is common for people to become discouraged. Encourage the consumers you work with to be patient and persistent as they exercise their right to fair housing and to always make an informed housing choice.

You and the consumers you serve should know that many housing providers train their employees and work hard to ensure that their agents comply with fair housing laws. Despite these efforts, not all housing providers are conscientious and compliant. Unfortunately, unlawful housing discrimination does still occur and it is not always obvious to the consumer.

While there is nothing that consumers can do to prevent housing discrimination, there are some steps that they can take to protect themselves in the unfortunate event that illegal discrimination occurs:

- **Keep a Written Record/Take Notes**
  Whether a person is searching for housing, contending with a discriminatory eviction or the non-renewal of a lease, dealing with harassment or some other
discriminatory practice, keeping a journal or written record is generally a very good idea. Keeping track of dates and times of all contacts with housing providers and agents can be very useful should it be needed later to recount the events involving an alleged discriminatory housing practice. Whether renting or buying a home or apartment, consumers are advised to take notes during the housing search and keep the notes until the search has been concluded.

- **Save Documents**
  Consumers should save receipts, copies of advertisements or listings, rental applications, leases, business cards, correspondence, emails, brochures, and any other materials obtained from a housing provider or agent. These documents might be needed in the future.

- **Obtain Names**
  When a home buyer or renter initiates contact with a housing provider in person, over the telephone, or even by email, it is always a good idea for the consumer to offer his or her name early on in the conversation and ask for the name of the person with whom he or she is communicating. Proving discrimination claims can be particularly challenging if the identity of the housing provider or agent is unclear or unknown.

- **Call the Fair Housing Law Center**
  If you suspect that you or your clients have encountered illegal housing discrimination or have questions about fair housing rights, please call the Fair Housing Law Center as soon as possible.
Incorporating Fair Housing Into Your Housing Program

Whether you are working in a program that provides rental assistance, homeless prevention services, community development activities, affordable housing, or other housing search assistance, your activities in providing housing services are vital to this community. As a housing professional, we know you take your work very seriously and you undoubtedly strive to deliver the best possible services to the people you serve. This Fair Housing Guide was written for housing professionals who want reliable information about fair housing laws.

By reading this Guide, you are taking the first step toward becoming more familiar with fair housing laws. Please put this Guide to daily use as you assist your clients to locate and maintain housing. If a fair housing issue arises that is not addressed in this Guide, please do not hesitate to call the Fair Housing Law Center for assistance and advice. Finally, the Fair Housing Law Center urges you to examine your own housing program and ask yourself the following questions:

1. Are there any existing program policies or procedures that present barriers or raise fair housing concerns? Does our program make our policy of complying with fair housing laws abundantly clear to the consumers we serve?
2. Has our program established a policy that allows consumers to make a reasonable accommodation request when it is necessary to alter a policy, procedure or practice so that persons with disabilities can fully access and use our services?
3. Is there any special outreach or affirmative marketing that we should consider doing that would expand the population of people we serve so that we are more inclusive?
4. Is there any additional search assistance that we could offer to assist consumers who participate in our program to identify or overcome discriminatory barriers in the housing market?
5. Is there something more we could do as a program or organization to make sure that the consumers we serve are more aware of their fair housing rights?

6. Are referral procedures in place to contact the Fair Housing Law Center when possible housing discrimination is encountered by the program or by the people we serve?

If, in answering these questions, you have identified areas that you believe warrant more attention or action by your organization and you have questions about how best to proceed, please contact the Fair Housing Law Center. By working together, our organizations can ensure that people have equal access to housing and foster open, accessible, and inclusive communities throughout the Western Pennsylvania region.
Where To Go For Help With Housing Discrimination

The Fair Housing Law Center is a HUD funded Fair Housing Initiative Program ("FHIP") dedicated to encouraging fair housing practices through outreach and education programs and assisting victims of housing discrimination. The Fair Housing Law Center is operated by Southwestern Pennsylvania Legal Services, a private, non-profit legal services organization. The Fair Housing Law Center’s service area includes the following counties in Pennsylvania: Allegheny, Armstrong, Beaver, Bedford, Blair, Butler, Cambria, Centre, Clarion, Clearfield, Crawford, Erie, Fayette, Forest, Greene, Huntingdon, Indiana, Jefferson, Lawrence, Mercer, Somerset, Venango, Warren, Washington, and Westmoreland. Additionally, we also provide services to the following counties in West Virginia: Brooke, Hancock, Marshall, and Ohio.

The Fair Housing Law Center assists individuals and organizations with allegations of illegal housing discrimination by providing counseling on fair housing rights, investigative assistance (including testing), and legal representation throughout the complaint process.

There are various time limits for filing complaints and/or lawsuits depending upon the applicable law, so it is important to report the discrimination as soon as possible. Contact the Fair Housing Law Center for help in determining the time limits that apply in your situation.

FOR HELP WITH HOUSING DISCRIMINATION, CONTACT:

Fair Housing Law Center
10 West Cherry Avenue
Washington, Pennsylvania 15301
Phone: 724.225.6170
Hotline: 877-725.4472
Fax: 724.250.1078
Email: contact@fhlaw.org
Website: fhlaw.org